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Ars Magica

Introduction
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It is, accOTding die Order of Hermes, the very fabric

In a dark, dismal world where nobles wage their
petty wars, friars preach to forlorn flocks, and rogues
scrounge for ill-gotten wealth, a mystical order of
.wizards dwells on the outskirts of medieval civiliza

tion, dedicated to arcane pursuits. As sages of great
lore and unrivalled potency, these^orcerers face the

perils of a grim, desperat^orld..p^ls that peasants

dare not even speak of. Gathered tSgether as the

enigmatic Order of Hermes, these wizard^ sl^^^le
against internal intrigue and persecution froifi with
out by those who do not care to understand their art.
Though magic pervades the world of Mythic Eu
rope, only these few gifted individuals, after grueling
years of apprenticeship, have mastered ars magica—
the art of magic.
• In Ars Magica you assume the role of such a
person; you are a wizard. Far from a simple weaver
of charms; you are an educated and dedicated prac
titioner of the magical arts. As a Magus you stand in
stark contrast to the rest of medieval society. While
the mundanes are ignorant, largely illiterate, bound
to a decadent hierarchy, and fearful of what lies
beyond their villages, you are. learned, free from
social restraint, and willing to explore the mysteries

of reality.^elt Magic is a way of thinking about
reality that modem people no longer find appropii-

ateoruseful. Magic is the medium you command in , ^

your pursuit of transcendence. 'X j
On one level you, as a Magus, explore the subde

connections of magic to exploit them and usejjfe*^
. power gained,just as modem man explpitssciehtific
laws to cr^te new technology. Your exploitation of
magic is a direct, albeit dangerous, means to inhu
man potence. The bestwizards, however, are driven
by a need completely different from the mere acqui
sition of power. They investigate magic to under
stand the universe, just as our best physicists search
for a unified field theory to understand our universe.
Indeed, Magi may be considered scientists of a sort, '
operating in a completely different paradigm from
ours, and with a completely different set of natural
laws from ours, but using the same techniques we do
to classify and understand the environment in which
they live. They study reality, and use their knowl
edge in order to manipulate it.

As a Magus, power and knoVvledge are the

forces that motivate you. Which you pursue is left ^

of the unknown.

to your will You inay begin your vocation by
searching for better ways to put magic to practical

Though you study incessantly, you occasion
ally venture forth from your tower to gather magical

givej^u an advantage over the surrounding worla'^'^^ ' ^

use. In so doing you gain power, as your disc^^rt^s ^

wizards. However, as Magi grow older,
ingredients for enchantments, to obtain new knoyi^lC .^mdother
more arcane and diverse matters attract their inter

edge, and to assist those who warrant youraid. On
these journeys you are accompanied by your com
panions and henchmen who advise-and guard you
from the perils of the world. These expeditions are
the heart of Ars Magica, and enabling you to tell the
stories of these journeys is the purpose of this book.

M a g i c

est, and may likewise entice you. It is thus that
curiosity often overwhelins ambition, luring you'
from the path of ambition to one of obscure obses
sion or greater benevolence.
With the pursuit of magic, whetlier for reasons
of power or enlightenment, thej*e also inevitably
emerges a lure from the safe boundaries of human

society and understanding. Your magical pUf^its

lead you into encounters with enigmatic faertes-—
Magic is the essence of Ars Magica. Magic is may
in their deep, oppressive forests, with deceitful de- S.
everywhere, and its existence affects every detail of mons forever seeking to. drag your soul, down to
life, almost always in the most subtle of ways. Magic
is a mysterious and mercurial force, not a precise perdition, with fierce griffins lurking in barren waste
science, that cannot easily be harnessed to the whims lands, with looming giants in their mouiitaipL^caves,

\
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mutually satisfying existence^ an otherwise fatalis

and with myste^ous magical pools which provide
insights into the secrets of human existence. Once
you devote yourself to magic and its rewards, you
must face those who are also attuned to magic. They,
like you, are travelers oh the road of the arcane, and
in sharing that road, all eventually converge.

Cov^cnants
Some wizards, paranoid that rivals might steal
theirhard-won lore, live alone and in secrecy. The
vast majority, however, Uve together in smaU com
munities bound by vows of friendship and coopera

tic

world.
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Binding all Covenants and all Magi together is
,^e Order of Hermes. This mystiqal order of wizards

i^the\)ne thing that brings otherwise disparate Magi

togetl^r^>A^ereas most Magi care* litde for the

activities'of their foreign brethren, the Order of

Hermes unites all who belong to it. And, belonging
to the Order of Hermes, you gain the opportunity to
Magi could not pursue th^ir art and would surely leam from your peers without threat of harm, for
perish to the xeriophobic hl)rdes of Mythic Europe. such unlawful feuding would result in immediate
The Covenant is the housing of the Magi. A retribution from those who seek to preserve the
Covenant is a self-sufficient collegium of magical peace. Yes, Magi are an individualistic lot, and spare
learning where wizards gather for protection and to little love for One another. But, they realize that Aeir
share resources. It is usually located in some remote lives have the potential to be hundreds of years long
area far from civilization, where magical and that those who could most easily cut that life
fOT^ can be more easily controlled and gathered, short are other Magi. By living within the Order and
and closed-minded mundanes. distanced. While avoiding mortal coinbat with one another, Magi
Covenants can be of any size, most have fewer than insure their livelihood. As a Magus, you belong to
tion. Withqwt these vows, no matter how tenuous,

a dozen members. However, many others beside

the Order of Hermes, and, as a member of that Order,

Magi call the Covenant home. And, in Ars Magica,

must obey its dictates under punishment of death.

the stories of these lesser Covenant inhabitants are as

important as those of their mystical masters.
The folk who reside in the Covenant and serve

the Magi include mercenary guards, grizzled cooks,
itinerant scholars, haughty servants, nervous scribes,
stolid artisans, crafty spies, and assortedadventurers
and hang-abouts. The Covenant supports and
protects these individuals. In return they serve the
Covenant. It is the classic feudal arrangement: the

Central to the Order of Hermes is its Code,

which regulates the act^ties of Magi, both among
their peers and in so^ty at large. By obeying the
Code to the l«j|£i*}«jGrsafe existence is veritable fact.
Th^C-ede^fiecifies what you may do and who you
may associate with. Just as it states that you may not
act against other Magi, it restricts your relations with
mundanes, both common folk and those of the

Church. By a<^ering to the Code's demands, your

servants and masters form a contract, and each must

safety is assured - no Magus can act against you
without reprisal, and no mortal force is made aware
prosper. Though not members of the three feudal of your existence; the paranoia of mortals is not
classes — those who work, pray and war — most" inflamed and does not bum you without the expo
covenfolk^r^te to Magi in the same 'manner they sure of your flesh. So functions the Code of Hermes.
Unfortunately, few Magi follow the strictures so
m they give their allegiance. Thus it is that Magi closely, for greater magical potency can be garnered
and their-servants live together as a social group, through actions against other Magi, and actions
almost like a family, and must work together for a involving mundanes. Thus, many Magi risk their
own lives, and the stability of the Order itself, for
fulfill their side of the agreement if they wish for it to
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their own pursuits.

